Evaluation of barrier creams - introduction and comparison of 3 in vivo methods.
Often barrier creams (BC) do not fulfil their protecting behaviour, even when promised by the manufacturers. Therefore, it is of great importance to develop standardized in vivo techniques to prove the potency of BC in humans. In the present study, 3 promising techniques for the analysis of BC were evaluated: laser scanning microscopy, laser doppler flowmetry, and the tape-stripping procedure. Sodium fluorescein and glycerol trinitrate acted as hydrophilic model-penetrating substances. By means of these methods, 3 different BC were tested and compared for their potency. The investigations showed that primarily the tape-stripping procedure and also the laser scanning microscopy are promising tools for the evaluation of BC. In contrast, the laser doppler flowmetry represents a less feasible technique. In addition, the evaluation of BC showed that Vaseline enfolds a 100% barrier on the skin surface for the penetration of a hydrophilic dye, whereas BC1 only partially showed a protective effect and BC2 exhibited almost no potency. In conclusion, it can be referred that laser scanning microscopy and the tape-stripping procedure represent 2 non-invasive in vivo techniques, which enable a fast investigation concerning the potency of BC.